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1. Introduction

The goal of macroprudential policy is clear: hamper excessive credit
growth in periods of expansion in order to lower the frequency and
magnitude of financial crises. How to optimally design and implement
this policy is much less clear. One major challenge is the development
of a well-established quantitative framework that can be used to
study endogenous financial amplification mechanisms capable of pro-
ducing infrequent financial criseswith realistic features, and to evaluate
the effectiveness of alternative macroprudential policy strategies.

A class of models that has made progress in tackling these issues
makes use of the Fisherian debt-deflation mechanism to amplify the ef-
fects of exogenous shocks in periods offinancial distress, and thus gener-
ate nonlinear crisis dynamics. In models of this class, the market failure
minar onMacroeconomics. We
onference participants for their
support of theNational Science
1324395 (Bianchi). Mendoza
ce for the Americas of the Bank
working on part of this project.
le “Phases of Global Liquidity,
olicy.”
that justifies the use of macroprudential policy is a pecuniary externality
that is ubiquitous in credit markets, because goods or assets used as col-
lateral are valued at market prices: Private agents in a decentralized
equilibrium do not internalize the negative effects of individual borrow-
ing decisions made in “good times” on collateral prices in “bad times,”
when the debt-deflation mechanism induces large declines in relative
prices. As a result, private agents borrow toomuch, relative towhat is so-
cially optimal, and leave the economy vulnerable to financial crises.

Existing quantitative studies in this literature have shown that col-
lateral constraints can produce substantial amplification and asymme-
try in response to standard-size shocks hitting the typical driving
forces of business cycles, such as TFP and terms-of-trade shocks (e.g.
Mendoza, 2010), and have also demonstrated how these models can
be used to study the characteristics and effectiveness of variousfinancial
policies, including macroprudential policy.1 Most of the models devel-
oped to date (e.g. Bianchi, 2011), however, study macroprudential pol-
1 Some of these studies include Bianchi (2011), Benigno et al. (2013,2014), Bianchi and
Mendoza (2010,2013), Jeanne and Korinek (2010), Bengui and Bianchi (2014) (see the
literature reviews by Galati and Moessner (2013), Galati and Moessner (2014) and
Korinek and Mendoza (2014)). See also Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2013) and Farhi and
Werning (2012) for studies on macroprudential policy motivated by aggregate demand
externalities.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jinteco.2015.12.006&domain=pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jinteco.2015.12.006
www.elsevier.com/locate/jie
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icy in environments with conventional shocks, usually TFP or interest-
rate shocks that follow symmetric probabilistic processes known to
agents.2 As a result, two potentially important sources of financial vola-
tility that deviate from this treatment, noisy news about future econom-
ic fundamentals and regime shifts in global liquidity, are still absent
from the analysis of macroprudential policy. This is in sharp contrast
with empirical studies of credit cycles and financial crises, which sug-
gest that factors like these are important determinants of credit dynam-
ics and their interaction with the real economy (e.g., Calvo et al. (1996),
Shin, (2013), Bruno and Shin (2014), Mendoza and Terrones (2012),
Borio (2014), Reinhart and Rogoff (2014), Schularick and Taylor
(2012)).

This paper aims to fill these gaps by introducing both news shocks
and regime switches in global liquidity into a Fisherian model of
macroprudential policy. Noisy, but informative, news about future in-
come shocks are introduced as a driving force of credit cycles following
the recentmacro literature on news and economic fluctuations.3 For ex-
ample, in the years leading to the recent European crisis, the prolonged
boomof Southern Europe could be viewed as related to anticipated ben-
efits from joining the EU. Shifts in global liquidity are introduced as a
regime-switching process in the evolution of world interest rates or le-
verage limits supported by world capital markets. Calvo et al. (1996)
and Shin, (2013) document the importanceoffluctuations in global cap-
italmarket conditions andworld interest rates in driving capital inflows
and domestic credit in emerging economies.

The paper presents both theoretical and quantitative findings that
highlight the effects of news about fundamentals and global liquidity
shifts on the design of optimal macroprudential policy. In addition, we
provide a Matlab toolkit that uses global, non-linear solution methods
to solve Fisherianmodels inwhich a collateral constraint is linked to fac-
tor and goods prices, and to evaluate macroprudential policy. These al-
gorithms can be used to solve for the optimal policy and assessing its
effects, and also for evaluating the effects of alternative simple policy
rules and comparing their performance with the optimal policy.

The analysis shows that both news about fundamentals and regime-
switches inworld financial conditions are important driving forces of fi-
nancial crisis dynamics. Macroprudential policy is implemented as a
state-contingent tax on debt that yields the same allocations and prices
supported by a constrained-efficient social plannerwho internalizes the
pecuniary externality. This optimal debt tax is an effective tool for re-
ducing the likelihood and magnitude of financial crises, but it requires
significant variation across capital-markets regimes and news realiza-
tions. When the precision of news rises, crises become more likely as
agents can forecast better future fluctuations. At the same time, howev-
er, crises become more severe as agents accumulate less precautionary
savings during good times. Overall, the need for macroprudential policy
is reduced as the precision of news rises. In fact, as the precision of news
increase, there are smaller welfare gains and lower average debt taxes
associated to macroprudential policy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
decentralized equilibrium of the model without policy intervention.
Section 3 examines the problem solved by the financial regulator, the
role of macroprudential policy, and the decentralization of optimal
macroprudential policy as taxes on debt. Section 4 examines the quan-
titative predictions of the model. Section 5 provides conclusions. Two
appendices provide mathematical details and describe the solution
toolkit.
2 Two exceptions are Bianchi et al. (2012), who examine macroprudential policy in the
setup of Boz and Mendoza (2014), in which informational frictions lead to endogenous
booms in asset valuation, and Flemming et al. (2015) optimal who study shifts in the per-
ception of future income realizations due to persistent growth shocks.

3 See, for example, Beaudry and Portier (2006), Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2012),
Jaimovich and Rebelo (2009), Christiano et al. (2010), Blanchard et al. (2013).
2. Model

The model is in the vein of the two-sector framework of Sudden
Stops proposed by Mendoza (2002) and used to study optimal
macroprudential policy by Bianchi (2011). We introduce noisy news
about future income and regime-switches in world interest rates into
that framework.

2.1. Representative household's problem

Consider a small open economy inhabited by a representative
household who consumes tradable and nontradable goods, denoted cT

and cN respectively. Preferences are given by a standard intertemporal
utility function with constant relative risk aversion (CRRA):

E0

X∞
t¼0

βtu cð Þ; u cð Þ ¼ c1−γ

1−γ
: ð1Þ

In this expression, Eð�Þ is the expectation operator, β is the discount
factor, and γ is the coefficient of relative risk aversion. Note that the
CRRA functional form is not critical, what is critical is that the period
utility function u(⋅) be a concave, twice-continuously differentiable
function that satisfies the Inada condition. The consumption basket c
is a CES aggregator with elasticity of substitution 1/(η+1) between cT

and cN, given by:

c ¼ ω cT
� �−η þ 1−ωð Þ cN

� �−η
h i−1

η
;ηN1;ω∈ 0;1ð Þ: ð2Þ

Normalizing the price of tradable goods to 1 and denoting the rela-
tive price of nontradables by pN, the agent's budget constraint is:

qtbtþ1 þ cTt þ pNt c
N
t ¼ bt þ yTt þ pNt y

N
t : ð3Þ

The representative agent has access to a globalmarket of one-period,
non-state-contingent bonds denominated in units of tradable goods
sold at a price qt=1/Rt, where Rt is the exogenous grossworld real inter-
est rate. The stochastic process of the interest rate exhibits regime
switches that characterize periods of high and low global liquidity, as
explained below. The agent begins the period with bond holdings bt
and chooses bt+1, and collects a stochastic endowment of tradables ytT

and a fixed endowment of non-tradables ytN. The stochastic process of
yt
T follows a standard Markov process to be specified later, and is influ-

enced by the arrival of noisy news, along the lines of the literature on
news and business cycles (see Beaudry and Portier (2014) for a recent
survey). In particular, every period the representative agent receives
noisy news that relates to the future evolution of ytT.

The representative agent faces a credit constraint that limits its debt
not to exceed a fraction κ of its total income in units of tradables:

qtbtþ1≥−κ yTt þ pNt y
N
t

� �
: ð4Þ

This collateral constraint can be viewed as resulting from enforce-
ment or institutional frictions by which lenders are only able to harness
a fraction κ of a borrower's income in case of non-repayment, or it can
also be thought of as capturing observed practices in credit markets,
such as the scoring alogorithms used in household credit.

The separation between tradables and nontradables in the credit
constraint is intended to capture the “liability dollarization” phenome-
non typical of emerging economies: Foreign liabilities are generally
contracted in hard currencies, which represent tradable goods, but are
backed up by the income generated in both tradables and nontradables
sector of the economy. The contracting of the liabilities often occurs via
bank intermediation,with domestic banking systems borrowing abroad
in hard currencies and lending at home in the domestic currency, but



1

4 Notice that θ=1 does not remove income uncertainty completely. The realization of
yt+1
T is anticipated at date t with certainty, but since signals remain stochastic, agents still

form expectations of income for t + 2 and beyond based on expectations of the evolution
of the signals.
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more recently direct borrowing in corporate bonds has also surged (see
Shin, 2013, Bruno and Shin (2014)).

The representative agent chooses optimally the stochastic processes
{ctT,ctN,bt+1}t≥0 to maximize expected lifetime utility Eq. (1) subject to
sequences of budget constraints (3) and credit constraints (4), taking
b0 and {ptN}t≥0 as given. This maximization problem yields the following
first-order conditions:

λt ¼ uT tð Þ ð5Þ

pNt ¼ 1−ω
ω

� �
cTt
cNt

� �ηþ1

ð6Þ

λt ¼ β
qt

Et λtþ1 þ μt½ � ð7Þ

qtbtþ1 þ κ yTt þ pNt y
N
t

� �
≥0; withequality if μt N0; ð8Þ

where uT denotes the partial derivative of the utility function with re-
spect to ct

T, λt is the Lagrange multiplier on the budget constraint, and
μ t is the Lagrangemultiplier on the credit constraint. Notice that regime
switches in the world interest rate affect borrowing incentives via their
effect on the marginal cost of borrowing in the right-hand-side of the
Euler Eq. (7), and that news about future values of ytT alter both incen-
tives to borrow at t and expectations of future borrowing capacity.
Hence, changes in global liquidity and news shocks affect the volatility
of capital flows and the economy's vulnerability to financial crises.

2.2. Competitive equilibrium

The competitive equilibrium is given by sequences of allocations {ctT,
ct
N,bt+1}t≥0 and prices {ptN}t≥0 such that: (a) the representative agent

maximizes utility subject to the budget and collateral constraints taking
prices as given, and (b) the market-clearing conditions of the market of
nontradable goods holds: ctN=yt

N. This condition, together with the
agents' budget constraint, implies that the resource constraint of the
small open economy's tradables sector also holds: ctT=yt

T−qtbt+1+bt.

2.3. Fundamentals news and global liquidity regimes

We model news about fundamentals as noisy signals of future real-
izations of yT following the specification proposed by Durdu et al.
(2013). The probability of a signal conditional on an income realization
satisfies the following condition:

p st ¼ ijyTtþ1 ¼ l
� � ¼ θ if i ¼ l

1−θ
N−1

if i≠l

(
ð9Þ

where st is the signal that agents receive at date t, N is the number of
possible realizations of ytT at any date t, and θ is the signal precision pa-
rameter.Whenθ ¼ 1

N, the signals are completely uninformative, because
p(st= i |yt+1

T = l) simply assigns a uniform probability of 1/N to all
values the signal can take, regardless of the value of yt+1

T . Hence, news
do not add any information useful to alter the expectations about yt+T

that are formed using the probabilistic process of yT alone. When θ=
1, the signals have perfect precision: News allow the agent to perfectly
anticipate the value of yt+1

T (i.e. a given value of yt+1
T = lwill be expect-

ed to occur with perfect certainty when the signal st= l is observed).
The conditional forecast probability of next period's tradables in-

come, conditional on a particular observed pair of current income and
news signal, is derived following Bayes' theorem:

p yTtþ1 ¼ ljst ¼ i; yTt ¼ j
� �
¼ p st ¼ ijyTtþ1 ¼ l

� �
p yTtþ1 ¼ ljyTt ¼ j
� �

X
n
p st ¼ ijyTtþ1 ¼ n
� �

p yTtþ1 ¼ njyTt ¼ j
� � :

ð10Þ
TheMarkov chain for the joint evolution of yT and s is then given by:

Π yTtþ1; stþ1; yTt ; st
� �

≡ p stþ1 ¼ k; yTtþ1 ¼ ljst ¼ i; yTt ¼ j
� �

¼ p yTtþ1 ¼ ljst ¼ i; yTt ¼ j
� �X

m

p yTtþ2 ¼ mjyTtþ1 ¼ l
� �

pðstþ1 ¼ kjyTtþ2 ¼ mÞ� 	
:

ð11Þ

Expectations in the optimization problem solved by the representa-
tive agent are taken usingΠ(⋅) instead of using just the Markov transi-
tion probability matrix of ytT to yt+1

T . Notice that Π(⋅) is a conditional
probability that combines the information provided by the date-t signal
and income realization about the likelihood of a particular date-t+1 in-
come realization with the associated expectation of a date-t + 1 signal
for that income realization. This is because agents know that signals
themselves are stochastic, and hence form rational expectations about
their future evolution.4

Fluctuations in global liquidity across high- and low-liquidity re-
gimes are modeled as regime switches in the world real interest rate,
using a standard two-point, regime-switching process with regimes Rh

(low global liquidity) and Rl (high global liquidity) with RhNRl. The con-
tinuation transition probabilities are denoted Fhh≡p(Rt+1=Rh |Rt=Rh)
and Fll≡p(Rt+1=Rl |Rt=Rl), and the switching probabilities are simply
Fhl=1−Fhh and Flh=1−Fll. The long-run probabilities of each regime
are Πh=Flh/(Flh+Fhl) and Πl=Fhl/(Flh+Fhl) respectively, and the cor-
responding mean durations are 1/Fhl and 1/Flh. The long-run uncondi-
tional mean, variance, and first-order autocorrelation of R are given by
the standard formulae:

E R½ � ¼ FlhR
h þ FhlR

l
� �

= Flh þ Fhlð Þ ð12Þ

σ2 Rð Þ ¼ Πh Rh
� �2

þΠl Rl
� �2

− E R½ �ð Þ2 ð13Þ

ρ Rð Þ ¼ Fll−Fhl ¼ Fhh−Flh: ð14Þ

We also studied an alternative modeling global liquidity regimes as
changes in κ, instead of changes in R. The quantitative implications of
following this approach are discussed later in the paper.

3. Planner's problem & macroprudential policy

Following Bianchi (2011), we study a constrained planner's problem
in which a planner (or financial regulator) chooses directly the
economy's holdings of non-state contingent bonds subject to the credit
constraint, and lets all othermarkets clear competitively. The crucial dif-
ference is that, in contrast with private agents, the planner internalizes
how borrowing decisions affect consumption, which in turn affect the
equilibrium price of non-tradables and the tightness of the credit con-
straint (i.e. the “borrowing capacity”).

The planner's dynamic programming problem in recursive form, fol-
lowing the standard convention of denotingwith a prime variable dated
t+1, is defined as follows:

V b; zð Þ ¼ max
pN ;cT ;cN ;b

0
u ω cT

� �−η þ 1−ωð Þ cN
� �−η

h i−1
η

� �
þ βEV b

0
; z

0
� �
 �

ð15Þ

subject to

cT þ qb
0 ¼ bþ yT ð16Þ



6 Flemming et al. (2015) provide a theoretical characterization of how shifts in the dis-
tribution of future income affect borrowing for the planner in a three-period model with
unitary elasticity of substitution across cT and cN, and quantitatively analyze this issue in
a model with growth shocks.

7 Bengui and Bianchi (2014) study the case where taxes on debt are not perfectly en-
forceable and show that while this creates a trade-off between prudential benefits and
allocative inefficiencies, taxes are still desirable.

Table 1
Baseline model parameters.

Parameter Values

yN 1
NyT 3
E[yT] 1
ρyT 0.54
σyT 0.059
β 0.91
γ 2
η 0.205
κ 0.32
ω 0.32
θ 2

3

Rh 1.0145
Rl 0.9672
Fhh 0.9333
Fll 0.6
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cN ¼ yN ð17Þ

qb
0
≥−κ yT þ pNyN

� � ð18Þ

pN ¼ 1−ω
ω

� �
cT

cN

� �ηþ1

: ð19Þ

The state variables are the current bond holdings, b, and the realiza-
tions of the exogenous shocks denoted as z=(yT,s,q). The constraints
faced by the planner are: the resource constraint for tradable goods
((16)), the market-clearing condition in the nontradable goods market
(Eq. (17)), the credit constraint (Eq. (18)), and the condition that char-
acterizes optimal sectoral consumption allocations (Eq. (19)).

The first-order conditions of the above problem (in sequential form)
can be reduced to the following two expressions:

λt ¼ uT tð Þ þ μ tψt ð20Þ

λt ¼ β
qt

Et λtþ1½ � þ μt ð21Þ

where λt and μt denote the Lagrange multipliers on the resource
constraint and credit constraint respectively, and the term ψt ≡

κ ½1−ω
ω ð1þ ηÞðcTyNÞ

η� captures the effect of an additional unit of tradables

consumption on the borrowing capacity via general equilibrium effects
on the price of nontradables, which affects the value of collateral.5 In
turn, the term μtψt reflects the fact that, when the credit constraint
binds, the social marginal benefit from consumption of tradable goods
includes the gains resulting from how changes in consumption help
relax the credit constraint, in addition to the marginal utility of trad-
ables consumption.

From a macroprudential perspective, the focus is on how to affect
credit allocations in “good times” because of what those allocations
can cause in “bad times.” Accordingly, the scenario of interest is one in
which the credit constraint is not binding at date t (i.e. μt=0) but may
be binding at t+1 (Et[μt+1]N0). In this scenario, the planner's Euler
equation takes this form:

uT tð Þ ¼ β
qt

Et uT t þ 1ð Þ þ μ tþ1ψtþ1
� 	

: ð22Þ

Comparing this condition with the household's Euler equation for
bonds shows that, as in Bianchi (2011), there is a wedge between the
private and social marginal cost of borrowing, given by the term
μt+1ψt+1. In particular, when the credit constraint is expected to bind,
the planner faces a strictly higher marginal cost of borrowing than the
representative agent. This is a pecuniary externality, because it results
from the fact that the planner makes borrowing choices at t taking
into account that the credit constraint could bind at t+1, and if it
does the Fisherian debt-deflation mechanism will cause a collapse of
the relative price of nontradables that will shrink borrowing capacity.
The representative agent takes prices as given at all times, and thus
does not internalize these effects.

News about domestic fundamentals and regime-switching of global
liquidity have important effects on the pecuniary externality. “Good
news” at t about future income lead to higher consumption, and since
that increase in income has not been realized yet, this leads to an in-
crease in borrowing which makes the economymore vulnerable to hit-
ting the credit constraint. On the other hand, by increasing expected
future income, the good news also increase on expectation the future
borrowing capacity and at the same time reduce future borrowing
5 The term in square brackets measures how total income in units of tradables (i.e. the
value of collateral) changes with the choice of bt+1, because this choice alters consump-
tion of tradables and the relative price of nontradables.
needs. As a result of these effect, we will show below that good news
generate a larger fat tail in the distribution of the economy's bond hold-
ings (i.e. highermass at higher debt levels), by generating an increase in
external borrowing and exposing the economy to events in which good
news turn out not be realized ex post.6 The regime shifts in global li-
quidity affect the pecuniary externality because lower interest rates
make borrowing cheaper, and lead the economy to take on more debt.
A sudden increase in the interest rate, or an adverse income shock,
can lead to a decline in consumption, which in turn makes the credit
constraint tighter and leads to a sharp reduction in capital flows.

The constrained-efficient allocations and prices that solve the
planner's problem can be decentralized as a competitive equilibrium
using various policy instruments, including taxes on debt, loan-to-
value ratios, capital requirements or reserve requirements (see
Bianchi (2011), Stein (2012)). Since themarket failure is a pecuniary ex-
ternality, the natural instrument to consider is a standard tax on the cost
of the good associated with the externality, in this case the cost of bor-
rowing. Taxing the cost of borrowing at a rate τt, the cost of purchasing
bonds in the budget constraint becomes [qt/(1+τt)]bt+1. The optimal
macroprudential tax can then be derived as the value of τt, which varies
across time and states of nature, that equates the Euler equations of
bonds of the social planner and the decentralized equilibrium with the
tax. Hence, the tax induces private agents to face the social marginal
cost of borrowing in the states inwhich this cost differs from the private
cost in the absence of macroprudential policy (assuming in addition
that the revenue of the tax is rebated to the household as a lump-sum
transfer).7 When μt=0, the optimal macro-prudential tax can be
expressed as follows:

τt ¼
Et μ tþ1ψtþ1
� 	

Et uT t þ 1ð Þ½ � : ð23Þ

Notice that this tax captures the pecuniary externality, which re-
flects the possibility of afinancial crisis the following period, as analyzed
above.8
8 When μtN0, there is a range of taxes that implements the constrained efficient alloca-
tions. In particular, τ such thatu'(ct)NβR(1+τ)Eu'(ct+1)with all variables evaluated at the
allocations of the social planner implements the same allocations. Notice that a zero tax
implements these allocations if and only if u'(ct)NβREu'(ct+1).



Fig. 1. Global liquidity regimes.

9 The mean value for the tradables endowment and the endowment of non-tradables
are set to one. This is an innocuous assumption. Since we calibrate the model to match
the observed share of tradables output in total output, 0.32, a different value for yN would
lead to a different calibrated value of the preference parameter ω, which in turn, would
keep the total income unchanged. Thus a different value of yN would not change the bor-
rowing decisions.
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4. Quantitative analysis

4.1. Calibration

The parameterization follows closely the one proposed by Bianchi
(2011), which was based on data for Argentina, but removing the shocks
to the nontradables endowment. This was done to keep the set of
exogenous shocks small in order to facilitate the numerical analysis. The
parameter values used to calibrate the model are shown in Table 1.

The coefficient of relative risk aversion is set to a γ=2, which is a
standard value. The value of η is crucial, because it determines the elas-
ticity of substitution in consumption of tradables and nontradables (1/
(1+η)), which in turn affects the response of the price of nontradables
to changes in sectoral consumption allocations and hence the size of the
pecuniary externality. As Bianchi (2011) reports, empirical estimates of
the elasticity of substitution range between 0.40 and 0.83, and we use
the same conservative benchmark he adopted, such that the elasticity
of substitution is set at the upper bound of this range. Hence η=0.205.

The joint Markov process of the tradables endowment and news sig-
nals is set as follows. First, we use ρyT=0.54 andσyT=0.059, as estimated
by Bianchi (2011) using data for Argentina. Second, we use the Tauchen–
Hussey quadrature algorithm to construct a Markov process with three
realizations (N=3) that approximates the estimated tradables income
process. Third, to set the precision of the date t signals about yt+1

T , recall
that we are assuming that the signals also have three realizations.
Hence, θ ¼ 1

3 would imply that news are completely uninformative and
θ=1wouldmake news a perfect predictor of yt+1

T as of date t. In the cal-
ibration baseline, we set θ to the midpoint between these two extremes,
so θ ¼ 2

3.
For simplicity, we also assume that the signal realizations and the

vector of realizations of yT are identical.
The regime-switching process of the world interest rate is calibrated

to capture the global liquidity phases identified in the studies by Calvo
et al. (1996)) and Shin (2013), using data on the ex-post net real inter-
est rate on 90-day U.S. treasury bills from the first quarter of 1955 to the
third quarter of 2014 (see Fig. 1). Calvo et al. (1996) identified in data
for the 1988–1994period a surge in capital inflows to emergingmarkets
that coincided with a trough of –1% in the net U.S. real interest rate in
the second half of 1993. Shin (2013) found two global liquidity phases,
one in the first half of the 2000s with a real interest rate through of
around –5.5% in early 2004, and another one in the aftermath of the
2008 global financial crisis, with the net real interest rate hovering
around −3% since 2009. Taking the average over the troughs in the
Calvo et al. sample and in the first of Shin's global liquidity phases, we
set a –3.28% real interest rate for the high liquidity regime, which in
gross terms implies Rl=0.9672. Given this, and the transition probabil-
ities across regimes calibrated below, we set Rh=1.0145 so that the
mean interest rate of the regime-switching process matches the full-
sample average in our data, which was 0.76%.

Constructing estimates of the duration of the global liquidity phases
is more difficult, because the era of financial globalization, and hence
global liquidity shifts, started in the 1980s, and of the three global li-
quidity phases observed since then, the third is heavily influenced by
the unconventional policies used to contain the 2008 crisis. Using data
from the first two phases, it follows that the duration of Rl was 10 quar-
ters, which thus leaves a duration of 60 quarters for Rh, starting the sam-
ple in 1980. Taking these as rough estimates of the mean durations of
each regime yields Fhh=0.9333 and Fll=0.6 at annual frequency.

The discount factor β is set to match an average net foreign asset
position-GDP ratio of −0.29, which is the average for Argentina in the
data of Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2001). We set ω=0.32 to obtain a
share of tradable output of 0.32 for Argentina in a deterministic version
of themodelwith constant b. Given the calibrated value of b,ω is obtain-

ed from yT

1−ω
ω ðyTþðR−1Þb

yN
Þ
ηþ1

yNþyT
¼ 0:32.9 Finally, we set κ=0.32, as in Bianchi

(2011), which delivers a probability of financial crises of 3%, in the range
of the empirical estimates.

The model is solved using a time-iteration method as in Bianchi
(2011), but with the difference that we introduce the news about the
tradables income and the regime-switching interest-rate shocks. Online



Table 2
Baseline model moments.

(1) (2)

DE SP

Long-run moments
E[B/Y] % −29.62 −29.31σ(CA/Y) % 3.18 1.75
Welfare gaina % n/a 0.12
Prob of crisisb % 3.51 2.27

Financial crisis momentsΔC% −14.39 −9.41ΔRER% −45.55 −27.62ΔCA/Y% 13.47 7.06ΩCc 4.63 3.25ΩRER 5.61 3.69ΩCA/Y% 13.37 7.38
E[τ] pre-crisisd % n/a 4.65

Switch from Rl to RhΔC% −15.49 −10.18ΔRER % −49.93 −30.25ΔCA/Y % 14.65 7.70
E[τ] pre-crisis % n/a 5.11

a Welfare gains are computed as compensating variations in consumption constant
across dates and states that equate welfare in the DE and SP. The welfare gainW at state
(b,z) is given by (1+W(b,z))1−σVDE(b,z)=VSP(b,z). The long-run average is computed
using the ergodic distribution of the DE.

b A financial crisis is defined as a period in which the constraint binds and the current
account (CA/Y) raises bymore than two standard deviations in the ergodic distribution of
the decentralized economy, i.e. when (CA/Y) is larger than 6.4%.

c The values ofΩ are financial amplification coefficients, which are ratios of the average
impact effects displayed by each variable in financial crises states over the average impact
effects that shocks of the same magnitude produce in non-crises states.

d Average τ in the periods before financial crises.
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appendix describes the solution method in detail and provides refer-
ences to the Matlab code to solve the model.10

4.2. Long-run and financial crisis moments

Table 2 shows a set of the moments that characterize the
decentralized equilibriumwithout policy intervention (DE) and the so-
cial planner's equilibrium (SP)with the optimalmacroprudential policy.
The top panel shows three key long-runmoments, themean net foreign
asset position-GDP ratio, the standard deviation of the current account-
output ratio, and the probability of a financial crisis, and also thewelfare
gain of adopting the optimal policy.11 The mean debt ratios just under
30% are about the same in the two scenarios (recall the DE baseline cal-
ibration set β=0.91 tomatch the average NFA-GDP ratio in the data for
Argentina, which is 29%), but the variability of the current account in DE
is roughly twice as large as in SP. Thus, the two economies support the
same long-run debt position, but the optimal macroprudential policy
reduces the volatility of capital flows by a half. The policy also reduces
the probability of crisis from 3.5% in DE to 2.3% in SP. These findings
are in line with Bianchi (2011) who showed that optimal macro-
prudential policy achieves significant reduction in volatility despite
low effects on average debt levels.

The mid panel of Table 2 shows moments that summarize the main
features of financial crises in both the DE and SP solutions. First we re-
port three statistics about the average magnitude of crises: the drops
in aggregate consumption (ΔC) and the real exchange rate (ΔRER) and
the reversal in the current account-output ratio (ΔCA/Y). These statistics
are averages of the impact effects that occur when a financial crisis hits,
computed using each economy's long-run distribution of the state vari-
ables (b ,z) conditional on the economy being in a financial crisis state.
The table also shows the average macroprudential tax before a crisis
10 Codes can be found at www.javierbianchi.com/uploads/8/8/5/8/8858198/
matlabcode_mpp_jie.zipbhttp://www.javierbianchi.com/uploads/8/8/5/8/8858198/
matlabcode_mpp_jie.zipN.
11 See the notes to Table 2 for the definitions of crisis andwelfare used in these exercises.
occurs (E[τ] pre-crisis), and a set of financial amplification coefficients
(Ωi for i=C ,RER ,CA/y). These coefficients measure the excess response
of each variable in stateswith b such that afinancial crisis occurs relative
to states with b such that the financial crisis does not occur, both with
identical values of z.

The results in the DE column show that financial crises in this model
result in large declines in consumption and the real exchange rate, and
large current-account reversals. Moreover, financial amplification is
strong, because the largeΩ coefficient imply that the same shocks gen-
erate significantly larger responses in financial crises states than in non-
crises states. This finding is in linewith the results reported inMendoza
(2010), showing large amplification coefficients in amodel inwhich the
Fisherianmechanism is introduced via a credit constraint using physical
capital as collateral in anotherwise conventional RBCmodel of the small
open economy.

Comparing across DE and SP columns shows that an average pre-
crisis tax of 4.6% reduces significantly both themagnitude of the average
crisis and financial amplification on consumption, relative prices and
capital inflows. Hence, the optimal policy is quite effective at reducing
the probability and the magnitude of financial crises.

The bottompanel of Table 2 isolates the effects of switches fromhigh
global liquidity (Rl) to low global liquidity (Rh). The probability of these
particular kind of crisis is low, because by construction of the regime-
switchingMarkov chain these switches are infrequent.When this crises
occur, however, financial crises are more severe, resulting in impact ef-
fects on consumption, the real exchange rate and the current account
larger than on the average financial crisis. As a result, the average opti-
mal tax pre-crisis is also higher than in the average crisis (5.1 v. 4.7%).

The effects of thepecuniary externality on borrowing choices, partic-
ularly the incentive to overborrow in theDE, and the effectiveness of the
macroprudential policy at containing these effects are both illustrated in
the long-rundistribution of bondholdings shown in Fig. 2. The planner's
distribution is clearly shifted to the right of the distribution in the DE.
Note also that the twin-peaked nature of these distributions results
from the twin-peaked distribution of interest-rate shocks characteristic
of the regime-switching specification.

4.3. Crisis dynamics

We study next macro dynamics around crisis events. Fig. 3 plots
event-analysis windows that highlight these dynamics. The windows
span seven years centered on the year a crisis occurs.12 Themovements
12 Details of the event-analysis construction are documented in the online appendix.

http://www.javierbianchi.com/uploads/8/8/5/8/8858198/matlabcode_mpp_jie.zip
http://www.javierbianchi.com/uploads/8/8/5/8/8858198/matlabcode_mpp_jie.zip
http://www.javierbianchi.com/uploads/8/8/5/8/8858198/matlabcode_mpp_jie.zip
http://www.javierbianchi.com/uploads/8/8/5/8/8858198/matlabcode_mpp_jie.zip
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observed when financial crises hit emerge clearly as sharp, non-linear
fluctuations relative to the smooth pre- and post-crises patterns. The
plots also compare the dynamics of the DE with those of the SP. The ef-
fectiveness of the optimalmacroprudential policy at reducing the sever-
ity of crises is evident in these event windows.

Fig. 4 illustrates the composition of the mix of shocks at work in the
model in the seven periods covered in the event windows, by plotting
the fraction of realizations of each shock that were observed each
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come realizations. But what ismore interesting, and captures the effects
of the news shocks discussed in the previous Section, is that financial
crises only occur about half the time when bad news are received (i.e.
at t=0 in the top panel of Fig. 4, good or average news occur with
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rate is more likely to be high and the income realization more likely to
be average, but good news are likely to be received with about 40% fre-
quency in the period before a financial crisis hits. Hence, financial crises
in which news are good a year before but the actual income realization
turns out to be low are typical.13

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate further the role of news and regime changes in
the interest rate in driving financial crises. Fig. 5 shows a breakdown of
the three indicators of the magnitude of a crisis at date t (the drops in
consumption and the real exchange rate, and the current account rever-
sal) and the debt tax at t−1 across realizations of good, average and bad
news at t−1. This figure shows that, for all three indicators, crises pre-
ceded by good or average news are significantly worse than those pre-
ceded by bad news. Interestingly, the optimal tax in the year before a
crisis is much higher with either good or bad news than with average
news.

Fig. 6 shows a similar breakdown for the crisis indicators and the op-
timal tax before a crisis, but now in terms of crises characterized by ei-
ther Rl at t-1 and t-2 and a switch to Rh at date t (labeled the “High
Liquidity” case) or Rh in all three periods (labeled the “Low Liquidity”
case). Thus, in the former case the crisis is preceded by the high liquidity
regime and coincideswith a switch of regime,while in the latter the low
13 Akinci and Chahrour (2014) also studies how noisy news contribute tomagnify credit
booms.
liquidity regimewas present before and during the crisis.14 Criseswith a
change to the low liquidity regime and preceded by high liquidity are
larger than those that occur without a switch, and the optimal policy
displays debt taxes that are about 50 basis points larger.

Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the optimal macroprudential tax in the
seven-year crisis windows, and also compares the tax dynamics for the
baseline value of θwith two alternatives, onewhere news are less infor-
mative (low θ) and one inwhichnews are very informative (high θ).We
discuss the effects of news precision later in this Section. In the baseline
case, the plot shows the pro-cyclical nature of the optimal tax. The tax
rises from about 3.5 to nearly 5% in the years before the crisis, and
then drops at the time of the crisis. The tax rises rapidly again in the
years after the crisis, which indicates that the policy is quite active
most periods and entails significant variability across states of nature.

4.4. Complexity of the optimal policy

We illustrate the complexity of the optimal macroprudential policy
that implements the SP's allocations by studying how the optimal tax
varies across states of nature, particularly across news signals and li-
quidity regimes. We examine first how the tax varies with the three
values that the news signal can take. Fig. 8 shows the schedule of debt
14 Due to the regime-switching specification of the interest rates process, there are sig-
nificantly fewer crisis with Rh at that had Rl since t-3 than since t-2, and hence we used
the latter to represent the high global liquidity scenario.
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taxes for bad, average and good news as a function of the value of b or-
ganized in four plots: (a) for low yT and Rh, (b) for high yT and Rh, (c) for
low yT and Rl, and (d) for high yT and Rl.When thedate-t income shock is
high, debt taxes tend to be the highest when bad news about income at
t+1 arrive, and they fall as the news turn average or good (for both Rh
and Rl). But the ranking changes when the income shock is low, and in
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Fig. 7. Optimal debt tax around crises.
this case the ordering also varies depending on whether b is relatively
low or high. In particular, for sufficiently low b the ordering of debt
taxes as news vary is the opposite of what we obtained when yTis
high: Debt taxes are the highest when news is good, and fall as news
turns average to bad. This pattern once again reflects the opposing forces
affecting borrowing decisions in the presence of noisy news, and their
interaction with the actual income realization. What does remain the
case in all scenarios is that, for sufficiently high b the tax is zero (this is
the region where the credit constraint does not bind at t and is not ex-
pected to bind at t+1), and that as b falls below a threshold value the
debt tax always rises as b falls (i.e. the debt tax is increasing in debt).

Fig. 9 shows a similar analysis of the debt tax as Fig. 8 but now
highlighting how debt taxes differ across global liquidity regimes. In
this case, we find that debt taxes, when present, are always higher in
states with high global liquidity (Rl) than with low global liquidity
(Rh), and can reach slightly above 10% for low yT, good newswith either
high or low world interest rates. Moreover, there is always a range of
debt positions for which the tax is zero and invariant if global liquidity
is low, but positive and increasing as debt rises if global liquidity is
high. Thus, these results show that optimal macroprudential policy
also needs to incorporate variation in the policy instrument in response
to changes in world financial conditions.

4.5. Effects of news precision

We examine next how the precision of news affects the magnitude
and frequency of financial crises, the average optimal tax, and the wel-
fare gains of the optimal policy. This analysis aims to show two main
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points: First, that as news become more accurate, the economy in the
decentralized equilibrium experiences less frequent but more severe
crises. Second, that the effectiveness of the optimal policy, in terms of
how much it reduces the frequency and magnitude of crises and how
large a welfare gain it yields, falls as the precision of the news improves.

Fig. 10 reports how the moments reported for the baseline scenario
in Table 2 change as the precision of the date-t news about yt+1

T varies.
The baseline precisionwas set to θ=0.67, and Fig. 10 compares this sce-
nario with four alternatives, two with lower precision (θ=0.35,0.55)
and two with higher precision (θ=0.77 ,0.87).15 Recall that news are
completely uninformative for θ=0.33, and that for θ=1 the news pre-
dict perfectly the value of yt+1

T as of date t. Hence, the values considered
in Fig. 10 range from nearly completely uninformative news to nearly
perfectly informative news. Fig. 10 shows the effects of the same varia-
tions in the precision of news on themeannet foreign asset position, the
standard deviation of the current account, the probability of crisis, the
welfare gain of the optimal policy, and the crisis effects on the current
account, consumption and real exchange rate.
15 Thismonotonicity remains for values of θ closer to one for themaximumcrisis for each
simulation, but differences in crisis thresholds generate a less clear pattern for average
crisis.
Fig. 10 shows that the mean of b/y falls for both DE and SP as the
signal precision improves. This is because as signals become more
informative they reduce the uncertainty about tomorrow's income,
and thus the incentive for self insurance weakens. Because of the
increase in debt, more informative news may lead to higher current
account variability. In fact, the variability of the current account rises
monotonically with the precision of the news in SP (and is non-
monotonic for DE). The effect is small because this reduction in uncer-
tainty affects the income realization at t+1 expected as of date t, and
hence has a much smaller effect on the overall income uncertainty.
The probability of financial crises in the DE declines monotonically
from about 8 percent with θ=0.35 to just below 2% with θ=0.87, but
for the SP the changes are non-monotonic. The probability first rises
with θ and then falls when θ rises from 0.75 to 0.87. These differences
across DE and SP, and the non-monotonicity in the SP case, reflect
the net result of the offsetting effects of news on borrowing deci-
sions discussed earlier: Good news at date t about yt+1

T induce addi-
tional borrowing at t, increasing financial vulnerability, while at
the same time the expected future borrowing capacity rises, and re-
duces future borrowing. In the DE the second effect always dominates,
but in the SP the first effect dominates at first as θ rises, but at high θ
the second effect dominates. The difference across the DE and SP results
is because of the interaction of the effects of news with the removal of
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the overborrowing effect of the pecuniary externality in the SP
allocations.

Interestingly, the welfare gain of the policy is decreasing and con-
cave in θ. As θ rises from 0.33 to 0.67 the gain declines almost linearly
from 0.13 to 0.11, but after that it declines sharply to nearly 0.06
when θ reaches 0.87.

Themid panel of Fig. 10 show an important result: Higher news pre-
cision produces significantly larger financial crises in both the DE and
SP. In the DE, the average consumption drop, real depreciation and cur-
rent account reversal in afinancial crisis are significantly largerwith θ=
0.87 than with θ=0.35 (−18.1 v. −10.2% for consumption, −64% v.
−31% for the real exchange rate, and 19 v. 8.4 percentage points for
the reversal in the current account-output ratio).

Fig. 11 shows the exogenous states preceding and in crises given dif-
ferent news precisions. We plot three-year crisis window: two periods
before the crisis and the crisis period. The first row plots the frequency
of bad news received for uninformative, average, and accurate news sig-
nal respectively. The second row plots the portion of high R regime and
the third row shows frequency of low yT shock. The top panel shows
graphically that crises follow good news holds for various news signal
precisions. When news signals are uninformative, the frequency of
bad news received is about one third across t−2,t−1 and t. But there
are less and less bad news preceding crises as news precision increases.
The yT shocks play an important role in triggering crisis when news are
uninformative. The bottompanel shows that all crises coincidewith low
yTwithout any low yT preceding the crisis. Unlike the uninformative and
average news signals, not all crises coincide with low yT shock for accu-
rate news signal, indicating other forces other than yT shocks become
important.

4.6. Simple macroprudential policies

Given the earlier findings highlighting the complexity of the optimal
policy, we compare in this Section the effectiveness of alternative, sim-
pler macroprudential policies with that of the optimal policy. In partic-
ular, we study a time- and state invariant debt tax (denoted “flat tax”),
and taxes with a simple contingency on the interest rate or the news
signal (“R tax” and “news tax” respectively). In all cases the tax revenue
is rebated to the household, and all three also feature a basic contingen-
cy setting the tax to zero if the credit constraint binds. The flat tax rate is
set equal to half of the average optimal tax rate. The contingencies intro-
duced with the R and news taxes are motivated by the state-dependent
pattern of the optimal debt tax in Figs. 5 and 6, so that a higher tax rate is
imposed in the low-R state, and in the good or bad news states. In
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Table 3
Comparison with different tax rules.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

DE SP Flat tax R tax News tax

Long-run moments
E[B/Y] % −29.61 −29.30 −29.37 −29.34 −29.25
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particular, the R tax is set to the average optimal tax rate, twice asmuch
as the flat tax, in the low-R regime, and is set equal to the flat tax rate in
the high-R regime. The news tax is set to the average optimal tax rate in
both good- and bad-news states, and to the flat tax rate in the average-
news state.

Fig. 12 compares the ergodic distributions of bondholdings in the DE
and in the three economies with simple macroprudential taxes. The
Figure shows that the ergodic distributions of bonds shift to the right,
with the flat and R taxes doing about the same, and the news tax show-
ing a somewhat stronger response.

Table 3 shows that these simple policies remain somewhat effective
in containing financial crises. These results are in line with Bianchi
(2011) who showed that a fixed tax can achieve sizable gains of the op-
timal state contingent tax.16What is interestinghere is to notice that the
16 In contrast, Bianchi and Mendoza, 2013 studied simple macroprudential policy rules
in a model in which the credit constraint uses assets as collateral and found that simple
policies aremuch less effective than the optimal policy evenwhen optimized tomaximize
welfare gains andfixed taxes can bewelfare-reducing relative in a region of the state space
where the collateral constraint is binding due to the depressing effect of taxes on asset
prices.
news tax and the R tax achieve higher gains than the flat tax, which
again emphasizes the importance of adjusting policy according to the
type of shocks hitting the economy.
4.7. Alternative specifications

Table 4 shows calibration parameters for four experiments in which
we changed the nature of the news being received, by changing the var-
iable about which the signals provide information and the specification
of global liquidity shocks. Table 5 shows the main moments that each
experiment produces. In all four cases the Markov process of yTis kept
as in the baseline. Panel (2), the scenario labeled yT news ,R, shows
the baseline results in which we have signals about yT and regime-
switching shocks to R. Panel (3), labeled yT news ,κ, changes the
regime-switching process of global liquidity to shocks to κ, across the
κL and κHvalues shown in the Table. Panel (1), labeled κ news uses
also regime-switching shocks in κ but in addition it changes the signals
from signals about future yT to signals about future κ, with a precision of
0.75 (since there are two κ realizations, the midpoint between
completely uninformative and perfectly informative signals is now
0.75). Finally, Panel (4), labeled R news, moves back to the regime-
switching shocks in R, and models the signals as being about future R,
again with θ=0.75 because R has two realizations.
σ(CA/Y) % 3.18 1.76 2.53 2.43 2.23
Welfare gain % n/a 0.117 0.056 0.063 0.079
Prob of crisis % 3.52 2.29 3.03 2.97 2.89

Financial crisis momentsΔC % −14.39 −9.42 −12.09 −11.73 −10.89ΔRER % −45.56 −27.64 −36.43 −35.13 −32.27ΔCA/Y% 13.48 7.07 10.44 9.97 8.93



Table 4
Parameter values used for news on different shocks.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Parameter κ news, yT yT news,R yT news,κ R news, yT

yN 1 1 1 1
NyT 4 3 3 5
E[yT] 1 1 1 1
ρyT 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54
σyT 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.059
β 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91
γ 2 2 2 2
η 0.205 0.205 0.205 0.205
κL 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32
κH 0.5 n/a 0.5 n/a
ω 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32
News quality 0.75 2

3
2
3

0.75

RH 1.00775 1.0145 1.00775 1.0145
RL n/a 0.9672 n/a 0.9672
Fhh 0.9333 0.9333 0.9333 0.9333
Fll 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
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Table 5 shows that the effectiveness of the macroprudential policy
variesmarkedly across the four experiments. Theprobability offinancial
crises in both the DE and SP is very different, as well as the moments
that characterize financial crises and the pre-crisis mean optimal
macroprudential debt tax. In terms of the reduction in the average con-
sumption dropwhen a financial crisis hits, the policy is most effective in
the experiments in Panels (2) and (3)with news about yT, for which the
policy has about the same effectiveness under R shocks or κ shocks,
followed by the experiment of Panel (1) with news about future κ,
and finally Panel (4), where the policy is least effective.

Hence, these results suggest that the optimalmacroprudential policy
is also likely to require variation of the policy instrument that captures
the nature of the global liquidity movements (i.e. whether they are
more reflected in interest rates or in tightness of credit availability)
and the variables about which news provide information with different
precision.

5. Conclusions

This paper introduced news about future income and regime
switches in global liquidity to a Fisherian model of financial crises and
macroprudential policy. Quantitative results from an experiment cali-
brated using data for Argentina show that both news shocks and global
Table 5
Model moments for news on different shocks.

(1) (2) (Baseline)

Model moment κ news, yT yT news,R

DE SP DE S

Long-run moments
σ(CA/Y) (%) 3.94 2.64 3.18
Welfare gain (%) n/a 0.11 n/a
E[B/Y] (%) −29.72 −29.19 −29.62 −
Prob of crisis (%) 4.06 3.76 3.51

Financial crisis moments
ΔC (%) −18.46 −13.79 −14.39
ΔRER(%) −62.34 −43.28 −45.55 −
ΔCA/Y (%) 17.68 11.24 13.47
E[τ] pre-crisis (%) n/a 6.52 n/a

Switch from high liquidity to low liquidity
ΔC (%) −21.31 −15.97 −15.49 −
ΔRER (%) −76.42 −52.82 −49.93 −
ΔCA/Y (%) 21.87 14.28 14.65
E[τ] pre-crisis (%) n/a 7.82 n/a
liquidity regimes have important effects on the Fisherian financial am-
plificationmechanism: First, good news and low interest rates fuel cred-
it booms, resulting in severe financial crises when good shocks are not
realized and when there is a sudden shift in financial regimes. Second,
when the precision of news increase, agents accumulate less precau-
tionary savings leading to less frequent but more severe financial crises.
Third, macroprudential debt taxes are effective tools for reducing both
the frequency and magnitude of financial crises, but the results show
the need for significant variation of optimal debt taxes when news are
good v. bad, and when the regime of global liquidity shifts.

The findings of this paper illustrate the importance of considering
unconventional sources of financial instability, such as news about fu-
ture economic fundamentals and regime-switches in global liquidity,
in financial crises dynamics and in the design and evaluation of
macroprudential policies.

Appendix A. Solution method

The Matlab code named “Model.m” provides the algorithm for solv-
ing the model. The code is divided in six sections.

Section 1. Parameter Values sets the parameters values shown in
Table 1. We use 100 points in the grid for bonds and three states for yT

shocks, three states for news shocks and two states for interest rates
shocks. The convergence tolerance level for the solution of decision
rules, as defined in Section 3 below, is set to ε=1e−5.

Section 2. Construction of Markov Chain discretizes yT shocks using
Tauchen and Hussey's method. The time-series properties of the yT pro-
cess that the method targets are estimates obtained by Bianchi (2011)
using data for Argentina, and the corresponding moments are reported
in Table 1.We incorporate news shocks according to the formulae in the
Section 2.3 of the paper. Then we add global liquidity shocks to con-
struct the entire transitionmatrix, assuming yT shocks and global liquid-
ity shocks are independent.

Section 3. Decentralized Equilibrium solves the decentralized equi-
librium using the time-iteration method. Intuitively, this algorithm
solves themodel by backward recursive-substitution of themodel's op-
timality conditions written in recursive form. In particular, the algo-
rithm solves for the recursive functions cT(b,z), PN(b,z) and B(b,z) that
satisfy these four conditions:

PN b; zð Þ ¼ 1−ω
ω

cT b; zð Þ
yN

� �1þη

ð24Þ
(3) (4)

yT news,κ R news, yT

P DE SP DE SP

1.75 3.47 1.97 3.27 2.64
0.12 n/a 0.13 n/a 0.06

29.31 −29.84 −29.46 −29.31 −29.10
2.27 3.67 2.19 1.78 0.54

−9.41 −15.36 −10.10 −20.21 −17.58
27.62 −49.49 −30.04 −71.91 −60.33
7.06 14.74 7.85 19.28 15.62
4.65 n/a 5.27 n/a 5.21

10.18 −14.45 −9.27 −18.67 −16.48
30.25 −46.42 −27.59 −65.38 −55.82
7.70 13.62 6.94 17.26 14.21
5.11 n/a 7.01 n/a 5.40
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uT cT b; zð Þ; yN� �
≥βR zð ÞEz uT cT B b; zð Þ; z0ð Þ; yN� �� 	 ð25Þ

B b; zð Þ≥−κR zð Þ PN b; zð ÞyN þ yT zð Þ
� �

ð26Þ

cT b; zð Þ þ q zð ÞB b; zð Þ ¼ bþ yT zð Þ ð27Þ

where z is a triple (yT ,q ,s) that includes the realizations of the exoge-
nous shocks to yT, the news signal s, and q (recall that q ¼ 1

R).
Start the algorithm at an initial point defined by setting K=1 and

define conjectures for the equilibrium functions at this point, denoted
cK
T(b,z), pKN(b,z) and BK(b,z). Then proceed with the following steps:

1. Set BK+1(b, z)= −κR(z)(PKN(b, z)yN+yT(z)), and calculate
cK+1
T (b, z) using Eq. (27), which yields cK+1

T (b, z)=b+yT(z)−
(1/R(z))BK+1(b,z).

2. Compute

U ≡ uT cTKþ1 b; zð Þ; yN� �
−βR zð ÞEz uT cTK BK b; zð Þ; z0ð Þ; yN� �� 	 ð28Þ

3. If UN0, the collateral constraint binds and then Eq. (24) implies that

the equilibrium price must be given by pNKþ1ðb; zÞ ¼ 1−ω
ω ðc

T
Kþ1ðb;zÞ
yN Þ

1þη

4. If U≤0, the collateral constraint does not bind. Discard the values of
BK+1(b,z) and CK+1

T (b,z) set in Step 1, and solve for cK+1
T (b,z) as

the recursive function that satisfies the Euler Eq. (25) with equality
using the fsolve root-finding routine. We then compute PK+1

N (b,z)
using again Eq. (24) and BK+1(b,z) using Eq. (27)

5. The above steps will in general produce a new set of functions
cK+1
T (b,z), pK+1

N (b,z) and BK+1(b,z) that will differ from the conjec-
tures cKT(b,z), pKN(b,z) and BK(b,z). we thus check the convergence
criterion sup|xK+1−xK |≤ε for x=B ,cT ,pN. If the criterion fails, the
conjectures are replaced with the solutions cK+1

T (b,z), pK+1
N (b,z)

and BK+1(b,z) and the procedure returns to step 1 using these
new conjectures. If the convergence criterion sup|xK+1−xK |≤ε
holds, the recursive functions are a solution to the decentralized
competitive equilibrium in recursive form.
Section 4. Social Planner solves the social planer's problem. The algo-
rithm is also a time-iteration code similar to that of decentralized
equilibrium. The difference is that uT in Eq. (25) becomes

uSP
T ¼ uT þ μSPψ ð29Þ

where μSP≥0,with strict inequality if the collateral constraint (26) binds,
and ψ is the externality term given by κðηþ 1Þð1−ω

ω ÞðcTyNÞ
η
.

Section 5. Welfare Calculation takes the optimal policy functions we
derived from Sections 3 and 4 of theMatlab code, and iterates until con-
vergence to get value functions of the private agent and social planer.
We then calculate the welfare gain as in Bianchi (2011).

Section 6. Optimal Tax calculates optimal macro-prudential tax ac-
cording to Eq. (23), and set tax rate to zero when the borrowing con-
straint binds.

The Matlab code named “Simulation.m” simulate our model. The
code is divided in three sections.

Section 1. Simulation simulates our model for 201,000 periods. The
first 1000 periods are discarded to eliminate initial condition depen-
dence. The initial bond position is set as midpoint of the bond grid for
both DE and SP economies.

Section 2. Event Analysis identifies sudden stop events, and find the
surrounding three periods before and after the event. Crisis is defined as
current account goes beyond two standard deviation and collateral con-
straint binds in the decentralized economy. The crisis moments are ob-
tained by taking average across all crisis episodes.
Section 3. Crisis Breakdown analyzes crises effects preceded by dif-
ferent news (see Fig. 5) and by different liquidity regimes (see Fig. 6).
The definition of the breakdowns can be found in Section 4.3.

The Matlab code “figures.m” generates Figs. 2–6, 8 and 9 presented
in the paper, and display Table 2 in the command window.
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